




At this time of year you might expect pint-sized 
monsters in masks to start appearing at your home  
in an attempt to terrify and extort sweets from you.  
We accept this, put up decorations to appease them 
and give in to their demands. No harm done.

But here at Kensa Creative we deal with a much  
more insidious type of monster, one which is 
pervasive all year round and you may not even be 
aware of. Worse yet, it’s not just chocolates they 
are depriving you of - it may be affecting your very 
livelihood. As you’re in our neighbourhood we feel 
obliged to raise awareness of some of the real  
horrors that may be facing your business this year. 

Turn the page if you dare, and learn a little about 
some of the creatures we can help you deal with…

We are Kensa Creative, 
a scarily good team of 
designers and marketeers.



Neglected brands can shamble along for years, gradually decomposing and doing untold damage 
to the credibility of the companies they represent. We craft effective visual identities that leave a lasting 
impression with your customers, not just in their delicious braaains, but in their hearts too. 



Transform your sales process with effective print design. From brochures to business cards and packaging 
to point of sale, if your current collateral is scaring away customers we have all the skills needed to tame these 
promotional beasts and turn them into a howling success.



Send all the right messages and charm your customers. The same old marketing can leave prospects feeling 
drained and disinterested. Whether you’re looking to launch a new service, revamp an old one, or just raise your 
profile, a well crafted creative campaign can captivate your customers - we’d stake our reputation on it!



When the camera comes out, we never clown around. Forget shaky mobile phone recordings that have the 
audience running in terror! Whether you want to entertain and educate your customers or join the online circus 
to find a broader audience, we deliver videos and animations that keep you on the edge of your seat.



Websites

Attract a mob baring purchase orders, not pitchforks! Whether it’s a small scale event or an international 
trade show, we bring together all the right pieces and supply the bolt of creative lightning that brings it all to life. 
From layout and signage to interactive displays and give aways we ensure your event is never a dead weight.



Websites

Creating the perfect website isn’t an act of magic, but it can put a spell on your customers. We conjure up 
bespoke, responsive websites using a potent mixture of design and development, all at a price that won’t require 
a blood sacrifice. There is no eye of newt involved here, just a concentrated dose of caffeine and creativity.






